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Millions of memories of good times and bad(?A warm
July day? turned to rain)
Until one summer day turned out so sad(why's this
lesson filled with pain?)
It was the loss of a lifetime, the loss of my friend(one
day here and the next day gone)
Left so many in pain, asking, "Why did it end?"(?Now
it's time that we give you song?)
I remember well the day in which you and I first met,
So young and naive, both saw the world as ours to
conquer rule then wreck.
Now holding clear forever
All of the time you spent with me
You took me in and made me see what I now see.
You touched my mind!
You touched my heart!
Now growing faster together
Soon we would become the best of friends, 
Two joined as one forever brothers up until the bitter
end.
The paths we chose so different yet the same,
In each and every way
But then you left with no good-bye,
You just got up and walked away.
It wasn't fair,
You should have said good-bye,
I'll be back right away, 
Or that I'm sorry but it's fate,
And I'll see you another day.
I loved you!
Will this loss teach us or when will they learn?(I always
wondered if you'd be around)
Will it open the eyes of those next in turn?(disappeared
without a sound)
I hope it will teach most of the others to look,(cherish
each and every day)
Real hard at their lives and the chances they took(?
blind? so easily you slip away)
So many questions, no answers in sight(?A warm July
day? turned to rain)
Brought to end quickly one summer night(Why's this
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lesson filled with pain?)
Why must this lesson be covered in pain(one day here,
and the next day gone) 
A warm July day suddenly turned into rain!(?Now it's
time that we give you song?)
Will Mo!
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